Abstract. Practical application of genetic algorithm is easy to premature convergence and accuracy of search results is not high. Optimal value for the premature convergence and low accuracy to dynamically adjust the search parameters to optimize the calculation, the whole process of evolution, the algorithm always maintain a strong global search ability and local search capabilities; test results show that genetic such improved algorithm is effective, easy to fall into local optimum, and can greatly improve the accuracy of the optimal solution..
Introduction
Beginning in the 1980s, countries around the world have developed a number of IT security evaluation criteria. Within these standards, Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC), known as Orange Book, released by the U.S. Department of Defense is the earliest one. Other standards are basically the basis of it [1] .
Initial TCSEC is for isolated computer systems, especially for minicomputers and mainframe systems, and this standard applies only to military and government, not for the enterprise. TCSEC and ITSEC are not involved in open systems, and they are static model, only reflecting the static security situation [2] . CTCPEC has a certain development based on them but failed to break above limitations. FC makes additions and modifications on the TCSEC, defined in protection profiles and security targets, cleared detailed outline of the system security requirements provided by the user, but it has not been formally put into use because of some defects. CC defines the basis guidelines as the assessment of IT products and systems security. Compared with the early evaluation criteria, its advantage is the openness of its structure, completeness of expression mode and usefulness [3] .
Algorithm introduction
The steps of the improved genetic algorithm are: 1) Initialization, input for solving problem of all kinds of data and control parameters: the population scale crossover probability and mutation probability algorithm termination scale Accurate, initial standard deviation D, standard deviation D maximum, minimum, Compressibility factor C (used to adjust evolution process of standard deviation).
2) Using decimal floating point number coding, random generation meet the constraint condition of initial groups. Find out each individual adaptive value.
3) Using the survival of the fittest, natural selection rules of the survival of the fittest, according to individual performance tournament selection.
4) According to the crossover probability solution set use the best performance of the individual. X(1) and choose the individual X (m) cross operation:
] between the random number; If g satisfy the constraint conditions, then use g replace X (n), storage corresponding adaptive value, or continue to cross operation; After the crossover operation, looking for the current adaptive value of the best individual instead of X (1).
5) If the standard deviation D in the evolutionary process is greater than the maximum or less than the minimum, change the compressibility factor C, make standard deviation continued to shrink and continuous expanding continuously alternating between, standard deviation narrowed, can improve the accuracy of search, so that the optimal value of accuracy is improved; Standard deviation change, make the search scope change, in the larger range to search for, and jump out of local optimal and avoid premature convergence.
6) Based on mutation probability of population individuals to gauss mutation, the current performance of the best individual does not participate in variation, individual variation to its legitimacy after inspection, or with boundary value instead of the value after the variation, or a new variation; After the variation, with the current adaptive value optimal individual instead of X (1).
7) Change variance D = D * C, including C for the coefficient factor. 8) If not satisfied to suspend the condition turn the third step; Otherwise end circulation, the optimal solution to the current problems as the optimal solution.
Algorithm performance analysis
In order to validate the efficiency of the method and reliability, we take the following tests. Example 1: (results from literature [2] , literature [3] also described. [2] 0.566 713 8 -8.817 891 0.39 s Algorithm 2 [2] 0.566 712 9 -8.817 884 0. 27 s Example 2 [4] uses genetic algorithm solving real root of Heonardo equation: The calculated results show that the algorithm is of high precision. Example 3 [5] : ( , , ) , 
Conclusions
This paper puts forward a kind of improved genetic algorithm, through the use of change parameters and change the range of searching, can make the population in the evolution from premature convergence effectively, population constantly to optimal value approximation, and ultimately to search the optimal value. Verify the proposed algorithm is a very robust algorithm, in the population scale is lesser also can search to the optimal value. Computing time and the relationship between the population scale is larger, the population more hours spent more time. Make sure genetic algorithm for computing time and parameters of the relationship or a problem need to be researched.
